A Pathfinder Pursuit
By: Zane K.
It was a chilly Saturday morning when I awoke and slipped out of bed while everyone
else rose with me. I knew the hunt was on! My name is Zane, age 12, a comedian and a firsttime hunter. My brother, Luke, my sister, Gracie, and both my parents started preparing for the
hunt on Pathfinder Ranch with me. Packing necessary equipment, which included lunches, guns,
knives, licenses, maps, and the camera, we hopped in our red Chevrolet and sped off. Excited as
I was, but really hungry, I devoured my breakfast as we drove to Buzzard Road, our destination.
Empty stomachs don’t help hunts. When we arrived, my dad and I slipped on orange, loaded our
guns, and started the hunt.
Looking for antelope, our family kept our eyes open wide, but we didn’t see any to hunt.
Suddenly, off to the left, I spotted a dozen antelope. Dad decided to drive on a two-track next to
the herd to get closer, but they were too far out. The herd seemed to be wanting to run in
between our truck and a big camper up ahead. Finally, Dad and I decided to keep driving on
Buzzard Road and leave the herd to keep milling about since they were out of range. My family
and I kept watching for more antelope but we couldn’t seem to find any. I was enjoying the hunt
even with all that driving. A couple of times Dad, Luke and I got out of the truck to glass and
walk, each time finding only does or a small buck. I wanted a decent buck, but Dad just wanted
to fill his tag. I finally spied an excellent buck, but we decided it was too far away, and the buck
was moving even farther away. Our family was hot, tired, and about to give up when Dad
suggested Miner’s Canyon for a picnic. Eagerly we were off to consume lunch!
Along the way to Miner’s Canyon, my family passed by Sand Creek locating several groups
of antelope, but none that we could shoot. Noticing the canyon up ahead, we trekked on.
Suddenly, I spied another excellent buck about 20 yards off to the side that we couldn’t hunt! It
was funny to watch him. The buck looked at us lazily, just standing there, unafraid and
unconcerned. My mom wished the buck would cross to the side of the road that we could shoot
on, but I still wanted to keep hunting. We arrived at the canyon, but the road was too nasty.
Finally, Dad drove back out. Surprisingly on the way back, the buck I eyed earlier had crossed
over the road! The terrific buck was standing about 150 yards from the road. Since it was in the
90’s and we were all anxious, I decided to bag the buck! Taking my mom’s 270 Rem. and my
homemade shooting sticks over to the side of the road, I sat down, placed my gun on the sticks,
and jacked a bullet into my gun. Excited and nervous as I felt, Dad was with me the whole time,
which I appreciated. The buck stared at us, giving me a perfect broadside shot. I peered through
the scope, aimed, and fired. Fortunately, I had hit him! The buck sprinted a bit, but then he
stopped presenting me with a final shot. I fired again, this time dropping him. Through the
ringing of my ears, I hear my whole family cheering.

While Dad, Mom, and Luke grabbed the equipment to field dress the antelope, Gracie
and I crashed through sagebrush and rabbitbrush searching for my buck. At last we successfully
discovered the buck. Dad came and showed me where and how to cut the antelope as I did most
of the work. Pulling out the guts, I find that I accidently shot the buck in his gut, thankfully missing
the rumen. I think it is kind of gross how Gracie wanted to see how big the antelope heart was,
and Luke wanted to keep it. Then Dad and I drug the antelope back to the truck, loading him in
the back. On the way home, I pondered what an awesome experience this was, and how much I
learned in one day. I recounted an experience when my family and I were driving to Miner’s
Canyon. I had spotted a buck chasing his doe along a ridge in the distance. My family marveled
at how fast the antelope could run. Their speed was incredible! As soon as our family arrived
home, Dad hung the buck in our shop. Mom, Gracie, and Luke hurried into the house, while I
measured the horns. They were 8” tall with 3” diggers and 2” wide. I smiled, proud of the buck,
and my family who encouraged me throughout the hunt. Finally, I strolled inside the house to
plan my story for Pathfinder Ranch. I was thrilled with my first big game hunt!

